A selection of pointed comments by Sam Harris
“It seems that if our species ever eradicates itself through war, it will not be because it was
written in the stars but because it was written in our books; it is what we do with words like
“God” and “paradise” and “sin” in the present that will determine our future.” (page 12)
“Our technical advances in the art of war have finally rendered our religious differences—and hence
our religious beliefs—antithetical to our survival. We can no longer ignore the fact that billions of
our neighbors believe in the metaphysics of martyrdom, or in the literal truth of the book of
Revelation, or any of the other fantastical notions that have lurked in the minds of the faithful for
millennia—because our neighbors are now armed with chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons.
There is no doubt that these developments mark the terminal phase of our credulity. Words like
“God” and “Allah” must go the way of “Apollo” and “Baal,” or they will unmake our world.” (page
13)
“Tell a devout Christian that his wife is cheating on him, or that frozen yogurt can make a man
invisible, and he is likely to require as much evidence as anyone else, and to be persuaded only
to the extent that you give it. Tell him that the book he keeps by his bed was written by an
invisible deity who will punish him with fire for eternity if he fails to accept its every incredible
claim about the universe, and he seems to require no evidence whatsoever.” (page 19)
“Our world is fast succumbing to the activities of men and women who would stake the future of
our species on beliefs that should not survive an elementary school education. That so many of
us are still dying on account of ancient myths is as bewildering as it is horrible, and our own
attachment to these myths, whether moderate or extreme, has kept us silent in the face of
developments that could ultimately destroy us. Indeed, religion is as much a living spring of
violence today as it was at any time in the past.” (page 25)
“We live in an age in which most people believe that mere words— ‘Jesus,’ ‘Allah,’ ‘Ram’—can
mean the difference between eternal torment and bliss everlasting. Considering the stakes here, it
is not surprising that many of us occasionally find it necessary to murder other human beings for
using the wrong magic words, or the right ones for the wrong reasons. How can any person
presume to know that this is the way the universe works? Because it says so in our holy books.
How do we know that our holy books are free from error? Because the books themselves say so.
Epistemological black holes of this sort are fast draining the light from our world.” (page 35)
“We live in a world of unimaginable surprises—from the fusion energy that lights the sun to the
genetic and evolutionary consequences of this light’s dancing for eons upon the earth—and yet
paradise conforms to our most superficial concerns with all the fidelity of a Caribbean cruise.
This is wondrously strange. If one didn’t know better, one would think that man, in his fear of
losing all that he loves, had created heaven, along with its gatekeeper God, in his own image.”
(page 36)
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